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քյشΔณᅪឈྥਢΔ܀ਢ،Ծאױ
ᦫΔԾאױᎅᇩΔԾ۫ࣟپאױΖຍଡۘ
ںΔ،אছ౨ᦫΔڇՈאױԱΖױ
ࠐںۘشאΔشאױᏗΔشאױᏯ
Ζຍքޢԫຟڶքጟऱش܂Δޢԫ
ຟڶຍքጟऱشຜΔຍᔭᗣք॰Δא
ছຍጟቺઌΔຟڶԱΖ
ψٽၲګ༉ωΚٽΔ༉ਢքۖٽ
ԫԱΙၲΔ༉ਢԫ౨ၲנքጟऱش܂Δ
ຍٽၲګ༉ΖψߠፊຏᔣωΚຍଡߠፊ
ຟਢຏထऱΔ༉ړቝᔣࡺۿऱΔאױյઌ
ᚥܗΔנאױԵઌ֖ΔښඨઌܗΔఏఐઌ
ݿΖψյش堚ωΚքյشΔۖᝫ
ਢ堚ऱΔ܃ᎅຍڍპݎΜࠩຍጟቼ
ՂΔᕹΔ߷ਢৰݎऱ!Μ!!
ψԼֱ֗ፖߪ֨ωΚԼֱऱ
ࡉຍଡߪ֨Δψܲڕఅᑿփ؆ࣔኧωΚ༉
ړቝॹۥऱఅᑿᣪۿऱΔ㠪ᢰՈࣔאױኧ
ࠩ؆ᢰΔ؆ᢰԾࣔאױኧࠩ㠪ᢰΔੳຘ
᧯߷چᏖࣔኧΔຍଡψټᢝອጐωΚૉࠩ
ຍጟ࿓৫ՂΔຍչᏖࡋΛ༉ਢᢝອՈጐ
ԱΔնອݙ٤ຟጐԱΔڶԱΖ
ࠩ܃ຍጟቼՂΔຍਢᢝອጐΙૉլ
ࠩΔ߷ᝫڶጐࡋΜૉᢝອጐΔψਢԳঞ
౨၌။ࡎᖼωΚຍଡԳ༉אױ၌။ࡎᖼΖ
ψᨠࠡࢬطωΔψीွဠྤΔᣌଙڐუΔא
ࠡءωΚीΔլਢڶΔࢬאीΔ༉ਢ
ڶΙွΔլਢڶΔ༉ွΖڶΕྤຍጟऱ

The eyes can still see, but they can also speak and eat. The ear, which
could only hear before, can now see as well. You can also see with your
nose and your mouth. Each sense faculty is capable of all six functions.
That’s what obliterating the individuality of the six gates means. The
former signs of defilement are now gone.
And he may succeed in uniting and opening them. “Uniting”
means the six sense faculties unite to become one. “Opening” means
each faculty has the functions of all six. Seeing and hearing become
linked. There is communication between them. They can help each
other out, just like neighbors who show mutual concern for each other.
The six faculties are linked so that they function interchangeably and
purely. Isn’t that wonderful? This state is really sublime.
The worlds of the ten directions and his own body and mind
are as bright and transparent as vaidurya. They are like that exquisite
blue gem, which is so clear as to be transparent. This is the end of the
consciousness skandha. When you reach this level, you have put an
end to the consciousness skandha, and so all five skandha are gone. But
before you reach this level, the consciousness skandha has not ended.
This person can then transcend the turbidity of life spans.
Contemplating the cause of the consciousness skandha, one sees that
the negation of existence and the negation of nonexistence are both
unreal, and that upside-down false thoughts are its source. Questions
of existence and nonexistence are elusive and intangible. Such upsidedown false thoughts are the basis of the states that he attains.
Sutra:
Ananda, you should know that the good person has thoroughly seen
the formations skandha as empty, and he must return consciousness
to the source. He has ended production and destruction, but he has
not yet perfected the subtle wonder of ultimate serenity.
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ൣݮΔՈຟဠྤྒΖאຍጟᣌଙऱڐუΔ
ࠩຍጟൣݮΕຍጟቼऱءΖ
ܠᙱ༊ۢĄߏචշ̄ĄኜҖ۩Ąٺᙊᔘ
̮Ą̏ໝϠໝĄ҃ٺໝĄჟӻϏĄ
ψॳᣄᅝवΔਢߊᒡ壆۩़ωΚॳᣄΔ
܃ᚨᇠवሐຍଡଥࡳऱߊΔהឈྥڶຍ
ᏖᦅڍऱቼΔྤᓵਢ֚ᦅΕ֨ᦅΔጟጟऱ
ᦅΔՈڶᄀ೯הऱࡳԺΖࢨृהଥࡳΔ
ء༉ڶದຍጟᦅቼΖࢨृהբᆖದຍጟ
ᦅऱቼΔה܀౨ᤚஔΔה౨լಮΔࢬא༉
ؚధຍጟऱಮᣂԱΖຍጟಮऱᣂᙰؚధԱΔ
۩ອՈ༉ధԱΖ۩ອధԱΔڇਢᢝອऱၲ
ࡨΔࢬאᒡ壆۩़Δຍ۩ອբᆖ़ԱΖψ࣍
ᢝᝫցωΚڇڇᢝອՂԾᝫցԱΔԾ
ނᢝອՈຟధԱΖᢝອ࣠ڕధԱΔ༉१ءᝫ
Δࢤ៲ࠐڕࠩڃՂԱΖψբᄰسᄰωΚה
բᆖᄰԱسᄰຍጟऱቼΖψۖ࣍ഭᄰΔ
壄آݎႽωΚۖ࣍ഭᄰऱຍጟࢤΔຍጟ壄
ݎΔהᝫڶࠩႽየΖ
ਕ΄̎֗ĄॲЪฟĄϺᄃȈ͞Ąኜᙷ఼
ᛇĄᛇ఼ۢӚĄਕˢ̮ĄࡶٺٙᕩĄϲ
ৌ૱ЯĄϠ౼ྋ۰ĄߏˠᆪĄЯٙЯેĄ
ऊ߳࢘ᘲĄٙᕩࣚᏒĄјҡܴĄਜ਼Ңඳ
೩Ą˸εۢ֍Ą
ψ౨חաߪΔሶٽၲωΚڇהᢝອנسԫ
ጟڐუΔᎅڇছᢰ壄آݎႽຍଡቼՂΔຍ
ଡଥሐԳה౨۞חաքյشΔޢԫຟױ
ڶאքऱ౨ԺΖ߷ᏖΔณᅪՈᄎᎅᇩΔԾ
ᄎᦫᜢΙۘںԾ۫ࣟپאױΔԾאױႸ࠺ፊ
ଉΖຍณΕۘΕᏗΕۡΕߪΕრຍքΔյ
ઌຟאױຏشΖ܃ᎅۘںլ౨۫ࣟپႯΛຍ
ڃքյشΔ،۫ࣟپאױԱΖ߷ᏖΔᎅ،
ऱڇ׃չᏖֱچ९ထΛ߷܃ം߷ଡۘװںΜ
،۫ࣟپΔլਢݺଚ۫ࣟپΖ،ᄎ۫ࣟپΔ
۞ྥڶଡ׃Δ،լᄎൾ׃ऱΖࢨृ،լش
׃ΔࠐנسՈאױΔຍਢటإઝᖂऱ܂
شΔటإઝᖂऱԫጟ౨ԺΖ!ޢԫຟڶք
ጟऱ౨ԺΔຍքյشΖ
ġFৱᥛ
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Commentary:
Ananda, you should know that the good person who cultivates
samadhi has thoroughly seen the formations skandha as empty.
Although he encountered so many demonic states, whether they were
caused by demons from the heavens, demons of his own mind, or other
kinds of demons, they did not sway his samadhi. Or it could have
been that when he was cultivating samadhi, he didn’t experience any
demonic states at all. Or maybe when he encountered demonic states,
he recognized them and did not become confused by them. Once he
pierced through the confusion, the formations skandha was destroyed.
Now he is at the beginning of the consciousness skandha. He has already
fathomed the formations skandha and seen it as empty, and he must
return consciousness to the source. Now he has to break through the
consciousness skandha, and when he does, he will return to the source,
to the Treasury of the Tathagata. He has already ended the states of
production and destruction, but he has not yet perfected the subtle
wonder of ultimate serenity. He has yet to perfectly realize the nature
of ultimate serenity.
Sutra:
He can cause the individual sense faculties of his body to unite and
open. He also has a pervasive awareness of all the categories of beings
in the ten directions. Since his awareness is pervasive, he can enter
the perfect source. But if he regards what he is returning to as the
cause of true permanence and interprets this as a supreme state, he
will fall into the error of holding to that cause. Kapila the Sankhyan,
with his theory of returning to the Truth of the Unmanifest, will
become his companion. Confused about the Bodhi of the Buddhas,
he will lose his knowledge and understanding.
Commentary:
He can cause the individual sense faculties of his body to unite
and open. Now in the consciousness skandha, he has a false mental
attachment. He is at the point where he “has not yet perfected the subtle
wonders of ultimate serenity,” but he can make his six sense faculties
function interchangeably. Each sense faculty has the abilities of all six.
His eyes can talk and hear. His ears can eat and smell. The eyes, ears,
nose, tongue, body, and mind can function interchangeably to perceive
sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and objects of touch.
You may think that ears cannot eat, but when one attains the
interchangeable functioning of the six faculties, they can. “Where are
their teeth?” you wonder. Ask your ears. They don’t eat things the way
we do, anyway. When they start to eat they may just naturally grow
teeth, and their teeth will not fall out. Perhaps they don’t even use teeth.
Or perhaps the teeth appear when they need them. This is the the true
ability of science. Each faculty has six functions. FTo be continued

